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FRIENDS 

Ben is a duck and his Best friend is Greg. Greg is a dog. Both live in a 

farm. 

Ben and Greg like to swim in the lake on the farm. Ben likes to eat corn 

and Greg likes to eat dog food. 

Ben was born yellow but later became black. Greg always has been gray. 

They both are happy and are living their lives in peace. 

 

MINY STORY 

 

Ben is a duck and his Best friend is Greg. Greg is a dog. A)Is Ben a cat? 

No he isn’t a cat. Ben is a duck. B) Who is a duck? Ben, Ben is a duck. C) 

What is Ben? A duck, Ben is a duck. D) Ok, tell me that, who is Ben’s 

best friend? Greg. Greg is Ben’s best friend. E) So, and about Greg, is 

Greg a cat? No, he isn’t a cat. Greg is a dog. F) So, who is Greg’s best 

friend? Ben, Ben is the best friend for Greg. G) And, what is Greg? Greg is 

a dog, Greg is a dog. 
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Both live in a farm. A) Where do they live? In a farm, they live in a farm.  

B) So, do they live in a city? No, they don’t live in a city, they live in a 

farm.   C) Who live in a farm? Ben and Greg live in a farm. 

Ben and Greg like to swim in the lake on the farm. A) Where do they 

like to swim? In the lake on the farm. B) Do they like to swim in the 

river on the farm? No, they don’t. C) Do they like to swim in the 

ocean? No, they don’t. D) So, where do they like to swim? Well, they 

like to swim in the lake on the farm. E) Which lake do they like to 

swim? They like to swim in the lake on the farm. F) Who like to swim in 

the lake on the farm? Ben and Greg like to do that. 

Ben likes to eat corn and Greg likes to eat dog food. A) Who likes to eat 

corn? Ben, Ben, likes to eat corn. B) Does Greg like to eat corn? No, he 

doesn’t. C) Does Ben like to eat corn? Yes, he does. Ben likes to eat 

corn. D) And so, who likes to eat dog food? Greg likes, Greg likes to 

eat dog food. E) So, does Ben like to eat dog food? No, he does not like 

to eat dog food. F) And so, does Greg or Ben like to eat dog food? 

Greg, Greg likes to eat dog food. G) And what does Ben like to eat? 

Ben likes to eat corn. 

Ben was born yellow but later became black. Greg always has been gray. 

A) Who was born yellow? Ben, Ben was born yellow. B) Was Ben born 

black? No, he wasn’t. He was born yellow. C) So, who became black? 

Ben, Ben became black. D) So, tell me that, who has always been gray? 

Greg, Greg has been always gray. E) Ok, so, was Greg born yellow? 

No, he wasn’t. F) So, what color was Ben Born? Yellow, Ben was born 

yellow.     G) And, who has always been gray? Greg, Greg has been 

always gray. 

They both are happy and are living their lives in peace. A) Who are 

living their lives in peace? Ben and Greg are living their lives in peace. 

B) Are they both happy? Yes, they are both happy. C) Who are happy? 

Ben and Greg are happy. D) How are they living their lives? In peace, 

they are living their lives in peace. 
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